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EZ-GUIDE 500


WAAS
6–8 inch accuracy


64 82


OmniSTAR HP
2–4 inch accuracy


32 41


1 inch accuracy


10


RTKOmniSTAR XP
3-5 inch accuracy


32 41 5


EXPAND YOUR PRODUCTIVITY


FEATURE MAPPING


New! Point, line, and area 
feature mapping allows 
mapping of in-field hazards.


GUIDANCE LEDS


31 bright LEDs give 
you quick on-line visual 
feedback in any light 
conditions.


ACCURACY OPTIONS


The EZ-Guide® 500 lightbar guidance system offers you multiple accuracy options 
with a built-in dual-frequency GPS receiver.


LARGE COLOR DISPLAY


No need to squint with this bold color screen, at a glance you can see 
where you are, where you’ve been, and what you have been doing. 


USB


Simply transfer your 
day’s coverage to your 
computer using a USB 
flash drive to generate 
printed maps and reports.


+/-6–8 inch
pass-to-pass accuracy


+/-3–5 inch
pass-to-pass and


+/-8 inch year-to-year repeatable


Add the AgGPS® EZ-Steer® 
500 system for simple 
portable hands-free farming of 
hundreds of vehicle models—
old and new.


Add the AgGPS EZ-Boom® 
2010 automated boom 
switching and spray rate 
controller system to give you 
control of up to 10 boom 
sections.


Use the AgGPS EZ-Guide 
500 as the display and 
receiver for the AgGPS 
Autopilot™ automated 
guidance system for high 
performance hands-free 
farming. 


Upgrade to Trimble RTK 
for pass-to-pass and 
year-to-year repeatability
of less than 1 inch.


+/-2–4 inch
pass-to-pass and


+/-4 inch year-to-year repeatable


+/-1 inch
pass-to-pass and


year-to-year


EXPAND YOUR PRODUCTIVITY


 Point, line, and area 
feature mapping allows 
mapping of in-field hazards.


you quick on-line visual 


where you are, where you’ve been, and what you have been doing. 


USB


Simply transfer your 
day’s coverage to your 
computer using a USB 
flash drive to generate 
printed maps and reports.


THE WORLD’S FIRST GPS LIGHTBAR WITH COLOR DISPLAY,
MAPPING AND STEERING CAPABLE OF 1 INCH ACCURACY.


VARIABLE RATE


New! Import field 
prescriptions for 
precise application 
with the Variable 
Rate Application 
option.


Trimble RTK


year-to-year repeatability
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THE WORLD’S FIRST GPS LIGHTBAR WITH LARGE COLOR DISPLAY, 
MAPPING & STEERING, CAPABLE OF 1 INCH REPEATABLE ACCURACY


 New! FieldFinder technology helps to locate stored fields
 No time wasted searching through stored field data
 FieldFinder automatically locates the stored field closest to your current 


position for you!


 Switch to NightMode for better visibility at night.
   One-touch function buttons give you quick help and extra 


how-to information any time. 


 Wizards get you up and running quickly!
 The startup wizard removes any guesswork by allowing you to 


input all the information required to start guidance with a quick 
and easy, step-by-step process.


 Other wizards help set up EZ-Steer calibration, GPS corrections and 
new field pattern selection including; straight, curve, headland, 
pivot and the new FreeForm™ pattern.


 Radar speed output
 Output GPS data to other external devices (NMEA format)
 Simple to install RAM mount 
 Rugged cast aluminum housing for reliable operation
 All agricultural climates & field conditions
 • Operational temperature 32 ºF to 122 ºF (0 ºC to 50 ºC)
 • Operating voltage 9 to 16 V DC


EZ-Guide 500 
lightbar


Power


EZ-Steer controller


Antenna


Electric 
motor


AgGPS EZ-Steer 500 AgGPS EZ-Boom AgGPS Autopilot


EZ-Guide 500 
lightbar


EZ-Boom


EZ-Steer controller


terminator
plug


Antenna


EZ-Guide 500 lightbar


STARTUP WIZARD


OTHER FEATURES


FIELDFINDER


ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES


SNB900 
radio


NavController II


CAN connection
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The Trimble® CFX-750™ display is the newest touchscreen display from Trimble offering affordable guidance, 
steering and precision agriculture functionality. Use the CFX-750 display to maximize your efficiency when 
planting, spraying, spreading and strip tilling by adding Trimble's Field-IQ™ crop input control system, and 
upgrading to receive GLONASS satellites. 


CFX-750 dISpLAy 


RepoRting 
Transfer your day's coverage 
to your computer using 
the built-in USB port or 
wirelessly using Connected 
Farm™ from Farm Works


gLonASS
Upgrade to receive 
GLONASS satellites 
and increase your 
satellite availability 
to extend your 
operating hours


Section contRoL 
Save seed and input costs by controlling up to 48 
individual rows with the Field-IQ crop input control 
system and easy to install Tru Count clutches


RAte contRoL 
Control your rate when planting, 
spraying, spreading and strip 
tilling with the Field-IQ crop 
input control system and 
Rawson™ variable rate drive


ViSUAL gUiDAnce
27 bright LED lights 
give you quick on-line 
feedback in any light 
conditions


toUchScReen 
Easy to use 8" 
color touchscreen


VARiAbLe RAte AppLicAtion 
Import field prescriptions for 
precise VRA control in order to 
more accurately apply crop inputs


WAAS
6-8 inch accuracy


64 82


OmniSTAR HP
2-4 inch accuracy


32 41


OmniSTAR XP
3-5 inch accuracy


32 41 5


1 inch accuracy


10


RTK


AVAiLAbLe AccURAcieS


cAMeRA coMpAtibiLitY 
View up to two live video 
images on screen and 
monitor parts of your 
implement that are not 
visible from the cab


GLONASS


AVAiLAbLe SAteLLite conSteLLAtionS


GPS
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the neweSt toUchScReen DiSpLAY fRoM tRiMbLe offeRing AffoRDAbLe 
gUiDAnce, SteeRing AnD pReciSion AgRicULtURe cApAbiLitieS


pLAnting


Precisely control your seed and  
nutrients to maximize your profits using 
Trimble’s Field-IQ crop input control 
system for use in future applications or 
EPA reporting.


AccURAcY 


Increase the accuracy and extend  
your operational hours for every  
application on your farm using manual 
or automated guidance solutions  
with Trimble's Autopilot™ and EZ-Steer® 
systems.


ApplicAtion Benefits


SpRAYing 


Save on liquid fertilizer and chemical 
costs using the Field-IQ system and 
variable rate application control to 
automatically turn off your application at 
the end of rows while maintaining speed. 


RecoRD Keeping


Collect data during field operations 
and transfer the information to Farm 
Works® desktop software for tracking 
your day-to-day operations.


gLonASS  


Upgrade to receive GLONASS satellites 
and increase your satellite availability, 
especially in times of low GPS satellite 
accessibility.


Row ShUt off 


Eliminate double application of seed on 
headlands and point rows for improved 
crop stands and significant savings on 
seed costs and liquid fertilizer using Tru 
Count Meter Mount™ air clutches and 
Tru Count LiquiBlock™ valves.


Add the AgGPS® EZ-Steer steering 


system for simple, portable 


hands-free farming on hundreds of 


vehicle models—old and new


Use the CFX-750 display as the display 


and receiver for the AgGPS Autopilot 


automated guidance system and enjoy 


high performance hands-free farming


Mount the LB25 external lightbar 


inside the vehicle to easily monitor 


the swath offline distance


Connect the EZ-Remote joystick 


to your GPS display to eliminate 


wasteful reaches across the cab and 


comfortably work longer hours 


eXpAnD YoUR pRoDUctiVitY


AggpS eZ-Steer assisted 


steering system


AggpS Autopilot automated 


steering system


Lb25 external lightbar eZ-Remote joystick
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The AgGPS® EZ-Steer® assisted steering system turns the steering wheel for you 
by combining a friction wheel and motor with GPS guidance from the AgGPS EZ-Guide® 
500 lightbar, the AgGPS EZ-Guide 250 lightbar or the AgGPS FmX® integrated display. 


While the EZ-Steer system keeps you on line, you can focus on many different tasks, such as 
sprayer or planter performance, improving job quality and crop yields, while reducing fatigue. 


SIMPLE, PORTABLE HANDS-FREE FARMING FOR OVER 
1000 VEHICLE MODELS—OLD AND NEW 


MANUAL DISENGAGE 


by turning the steering wheel.


HANDS-FREE STEERING
the foam wheel presses against 
the steering wheel.


EASILY INSTALLED AND MOVED 


from vehicle to vehicle. Installs in 
under 30 minutes with one wrench 
on most vechicles.


WAAS
6-8 inch accuracy


64 82


OmniSTAR XP
3-5 inch accuracy


32 41 5


OmniSTAR HP
2-4 inch accuracy


32 41


1 inch accuracy


10


RTK
1 inch accuracy


10


RTK
1 inch accuracy


10


GLONASSWAAS
6-8 inch accuracy


64 82


WAAS
Submeter accuracy


OmniSTAR XP
3-5 inch accuracy


32 41 5


EGNOS
Submeter accuracy


OmniSTAR HP
2-4 inch accuracy


32 41


MSAS
Submeter accuracy


Accuracy Options Accuracy Options Accuracy Options


by turning the steering wheel.


the foam wheel presses against 


EZ-STEER


TRIMBLE EXCLUSIVE T2® TERRAIN 


COMPENSATION TECHNOLOGY 


improves accuracy when driving 
across sloping terrain.


AgGPS EZ-GUIDE 250 LIGHTBAR AgGPS EZ-GUIDE 500 LIGHTBAR AgGPS FmX INTEGRATED DISPLAY 


COMPATIBLE DISPLAYS
Trimble offers a range of display 
options varying in capability and price.
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SIMPLE, PORTABLE HANDS-FREE FARMING 
FOR OVER 1000 VEHICLE MODELS—OLD AND NEW 


 Reduce skips and overlaps
 Save on inputs
 Extend operational hours
 Reduce driver fatigue 
 Increase return on investment (ROI)


Thanks to T2 technology built into the EZ-Steer system 
steering control module, accuracy is increased when 
working on rolling terrain and rough ground. 


This technology uses sensors to calculate the actual position 
of the vehicle in order to minimize errant skips or overlaps 
and increase productivity.


 Tractors
 Tracked vehicles
 Combines
 Swathers


 Articulated tractors 
 Floaters
 Trucks
 Self propelled sprayers


T2 TERRAIN COMPENSATION TECHNOLOGY


GUIDANCE ACCESSORIES


APPLICATION BENEFITS


SUPPORTS A VARIETY OF VEHICLE TYPES


A


Position without 
terrain compensation


Position corrected 
by T2 technology


AgGPS 
antenna


Roll 
angle


Improves 
accuracy when 
driving straight 
lines across 
sloping terrain


External Lightbar Foot Switch
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INTRODUCING THE ENTRY-LEVEL EZ-GUIDE 250 LIGHTBAR


Trimble, the proven leader in GPS guidance technology, is proud to offer the 
new EZ-Guide® 250 lightbar. With common-sense interface and a color screen, the 
EZ-Guide 250 is easy to operate right out of the box. Plus, you can upgrade to the 
EZ-Steer® 500 assisted steering system, delivering a total package priced far less 
than the competition.


FOLLOWING THE LEADER JUST GOT EASIER.
AND MORE AFFORDABLE.


EZ-GUIDE 250


GUIDANCE LEDS 


15 bright LEDs give 
you quick on-line 
visual feedback to 
keep you on track.


USB


Transfer your 
day’s coverage 
maps to your 
computer using 
a USB flash drive 
and easily print out 
coverage reports.


4.3” COLOR DISPLAY 


A color screen allows to you see at a glance where you are, where 
you’ve been and what you have been doing.


BUILT-IN GPS RECEIVER 


Provides submeter DGPS accuracy with included low-profile patch 
antenna, or 6” – 8” pass-to-pass accuracy with optional AG15 
antenna. Optimized guidance accuracy with Transcend™ positioning 
technology for use in any part of the world.


FREEFORM GUIDANCE PATTERN


The ultimate in guidance flexibility.  
Allows you to work in different 
patterns and shapes that best fit the 
layout and contours of your field. Just 
drive; FreeForm™ will automatically 
detect the nearest driven swath and 
guide you right beside it.


GUIDANCE LEDS USB


you’ve been and what you have been doing.


15 bright LEDs give 
you quick on-line 
visual feedback to 
keep you on track.


Transfer your 
day’s coverage 
maps to your 
computer using 
a USB flash drive 
and easily print out 
coverage reports.


New! 
FEATURE MAPPING


Point, line, and area feature 
mapping allows mapping of 
in-field hazards.


WAAS
Submeter accuracy


North America


MSAS
Submeter accuracy


EGNOS
Submeter accuracy


Europe Japan


Submeter pass-to-pass accuracy:
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FOLLOWING THE LEADER JUST GOT EASIER. AND MORE AFFORDABLE.


 On-screen wizards get you up and running quickly!
 The Startup Wizard removes any guesswork by allowing you to 


input all the information required to start guidance with a quick 
and easy, step-by-step process.


 Other wizards help set up EZ-Steer calibration, GPS corrections, 
and new field pattern selections, including: straight, curve, 
headland, pivot, and the new FreeForm pattern.


SIMPLE OPERATION


 Switch to NightMode for better visibility at night.
   One-touch function buttons give you quick help and extra 


how-to information any time. 


OTHER FEATURES


 New! Record the location of obstacles and hazzards with point, line, 
and area feature mapping.


 The Overhead view shows where you are and where you have been.
 For a different point of view, see the Perspective view (shown below).
 Insert a USB stick and easily transfer your coverage maps to your PC 


for printing.


MAPPING


 Add EZ-Steer® 500 for hands-free assisted steering.
 Upgrade to 6” – 8” pass-to-pass accuracy by purchasing the AG15 antenna kit.
 Optional cabling available for radar speed and NMEA output.
 Mounts using a simple-to-install RAM mount.
 Rugged cast aluminum housing for reliable operation and durability.
 Automatically locate stored fields as you drive near them with Trimble 


FieldFinder technology.
 Switch to NightMode for better visibility at night.
 Languages available: English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, and many more.


ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES





